
Specialising in a selection of heuristic, loose part items that foster opportunities for children 

to discover, create, imagine and direct their own natural learning and free play. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NavyBaby is proud to have created an absolute essential for any play environment. The NavyBaby 
'Stair Rock' is a multi-purpose play item that fosters gross motor development and confident climbers! 

A stair climber AND a boat rocker when turned over. This climbing item provides serious hours of 
engagement for infants and toddlers to master and refine not only their physical abilities but how to 
problem solve, persist with difficulty and develop strategies to gain confidence in and control of their 

bodies. 

Crafted by our local cabinet maker in the Deep South of New Zealand, our Stair Rock is made with 
untreated radiata pine. 

 

SAFETY Children should be closely supervised at all times by an adult. When your child is ready to use their 

Stair Rock they will. Give them the opportunity to play and when the time is right they will show you they are 

capable. We recommend never putting a child in a position they cannot get in to or out of themselves. 

Children develop muscle groups and gross motor skills in a natural order and we support children being able to 

develop these at their own pace (with no adult intervention). Giving children time is the best tool for them to 

problem solve their physical abilities at their own comfort level. They will then learn their own limits and 

feelings of healthy risk taking and will grow as capable, confident climbers who understand depth perception, 

spatial awareness and risk assessment.   

 You will notice your crawling/shuffling child taking an interest in the Stair Rock and how this NavyBaby item 

will get years of use as they develop naturally through the gross motor milestones.  

PRECAUTIONS Keep your Stair Rock away from other objects. We recommend 1.5m of free space around this 

climber.  

A soft surface is strongly recommended for all play under and around the Stair Rock.  

We welcome your questions and queries and can offer great educational articles that support the benefits of 

this climber.   

DETAILS This product has been made in New Zealand using 100% untreated radiata pine. It is designed to be 

used indoors and is water resistant only. If desired, we recommend coating your Stair Rock in a natural boiled 

linseed oil.   

GOT A QUESTION? We want you and your baby to gain the best outcomes to play and learn with the Stair 

Rock. Please feel free to email us with any questions at info@navybaby.co.nz  

We always love seeing and hearing about our products in action. You are welcome to share with us photos, 

videos and comments of your child playing on their Stair Rock via the email listed above. Please state your 

permission to share these on our social media platforms.  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

Price: $275.00 Shipping: TBC Weight: 11kg     Dimensions: 1130 x 350 x 630mm     Rating: 50kg per step 


